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Foreword
I .and drainage is a major means of increasing

crop production or of creating new farm units. If
high efficiency of operation is to be realized, drains
should be well designed, and carefully installed and
maintained. This bulletin supplies information on these
drainage procedures.

Technical assistance on drainage problems is avail-
able from the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion and the Extension Service, as well as through the
Soil Conservation Service in organized soil conserva-
tion districts and in limited areas through the Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration.

Dean and Director
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Drainage is the first step in the improvement of some 1,300,000
acres of land in Oregon. With a primary objective of removing
excess water from the land, drainage contributes in great measure
to better land use. It improves soil structure, increases the supply
of usable moisture in the soil, affords better air circulation, aids nitri-
fication, prevents erosion, prevents heaving and freezing out and the
accumulation of acids or alkali, cuts costs of field operations, and
permits full effectiveness of fertilizers and full use of the land and
the growing season.

Timely drainage pays well on money invested through increased
yields and land ialues

Vast areas of land could be improved by drainage practices in
Oregon. The Willamette Valley Soil Survey shows 466,000 acres
of soils with poor drainage. In addition, more than 407,000 acres
of soil types have impeded natural drainage. Perhaps 50,000 acres
of Lower Columbia and Coast land need further diking or ditching
and interior drainage. In eastern Oregon, there are perhaps 100,000
acres of waterlogged and saline lands that are favorably situated for
improvement by drainage.

Drainage data for the state as summarized in the 1940 U. S.
Census are shown in Table 1.

Various public agencies have helped develop drainage practices
for Oregon and are available for technical assistance on individual
farms.

The College Extension Service has helped organize most of the
drainage districts in Oregon, following feasibility surveys by the
Agricultural Experiment Station. Assistance has been given in farm
drainage design for several hundred miles of tile lines.

The U. S. Corps of Engineers has made surveys, raised dikes,
and rehabilitated pumping plants.

The U. S. Production and Marketing Administration has made
incentive payments for improvements that are long time investments
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Figure 1. Constructed and proposed drainage projects in Oregon.



DRAINAGE PRACTICES IN OREGON

Table 1. DRAINAGE: 16TH U. S. CENSUS 1940OREGoN

and in the public interest. Plans must be approved and inspections
are made. Payments are limited to one-half the Cost. In 1948, in-
Centive payments totalled $258,000 for drainage, serving 80,000
aCres.

Soil Conservation Service working in cooperation with soil con-
servation districts loans equipment and makes surveys for com-
munity drains. Some 285 miles of open ditches and 60 miles of
tiling have been so sponsored, serving 25,000 acres.

Drainage for erosion control
There are at least four conditions where drainage can be used

to control erosion and loss of water, soil, and plant food:
A drained soil of silty clay loam texture may absorb and hold

approximately one inch of rain in an acre foot. Where tile drains
hold the groundwater down 21 feet or more, a heavy storm may be
absorbed if the soil is kept receptive with a sod or forest floor.

Where water seeps out of a hillside, an intercepting tile
placed across the slope should capture the free water before it rises
to damage roots or start a rivulet.

Where water must be carried down across the central part of
a cultivated field from contour furrows or terraces the underground
tile line will serve as a conducting channel that does not erode.

Acres
Land in 65 drainage enterprises enumerated in 1940 348,825
Improved land included 269,233
With drainage sufficient for normal crop 299,317
Partly drained and cropped 20,610
Unfit to raise any crop, due to lack of drainage 28,610
Drained land in occupied farms 302870
Drained land in planted crops 241,090
Drained, unpianted land 52,360
Drained land available for settlement 13,023
Total area served by pumps 51,795
Area served partly by pumps and open ditches 57,206
Area served partly by open ditches and tile drains 49,090
Area served by open ditches 33,849
Area served by open ditches and tile drains 5,619
Area served by gravity drainage only 96,868
Area served by gravity through open ditches and tile 106,193
Improved land already in farms 161,567
Reclaimed swampy land not previously in farms 62,259
Land given protection against overflow 33,281
Waterlogged and alkaline land reclaimed 91,718

Capital invested in enterprises $5,482,012.00
Average capital cost per acre drained 15.72
Annual average maintenance cost per acre 0.46
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4. Where a slope becomes semifluid and creeps on soapy or
tight subsoil under dense sod, a slip or blow-out can be avoided by
placing a tile across the slope so as to cut off the water and stabilize
the bank or remove the water pressure.

The water from a tile line is usually clear enough to wash in or
even to drink, while the run-off carries much plant food in suspension
and in solution. Overdrained peat may favor wind erosion, oxida-
tion or subsidence, and ultimate disappearance of the peat.

Efficient methods of tiling white land developed
To study drainage requirements, an experimental tile drainage

system was installed at Oregon State Agricultural Experiment Station
in 1914 on a white land or Dayton silty clay loam field west of the
Stadium. The system was planned after a study of older existing
tile systems on the College farm and throughout the Valley. Investi-
gations were also conducted in this field to learn the most effective
means of improving white land after tiling.

The tile lines were arranged at different distances apart, and
studies were made of the outflow, water-table conditions, and crop
yields as affected by drainage. (Table 2.)

Table 2. DISCHARGE FROM LATERALS PLACED DIFFERENT DISTANCES
APART

Distance
between
laterals

25 feet
50 feet
75 feet

100 feet

The value of lime, manure, rotation, and fertilizers for improve-
ment of the land along with drainage was studied and their real value
determined.

The aim in drainage
The aim in drainage should be to get the most drainage per unit

cost and secure the highest possible efficiency for every hundred feet
of tile employed. Farm operations that aid the movement of water
to the tile may be essential to obtain full success with a tile project.

Maxi-
mum

discharge
peracre

in 24
hours

Mean
discharge
peracre

in 24
hours

Mean
daily
rain

previous
2 days

Daily
outflow

Tile per
acre

Mean
discharge
per 1,000

feetof
tile in 24

hours

Acre-
inches

1.20
1.35

.80

.90

Acre-
inch
0.48

.55

.33

.32

Inch
0.60

.60

.60

.60

Per cent
80
92
55
53

Feet
1,742

872
586
436

Acre-
inches

0.96
1.10

.66

.64



Table 3. PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF WHITE LAND FROM DRAIN-
AGE PLOTS

Properties of white land
Physical analyses of representative samples of white land (Day-

ton silty clay loam) from the drainage experiment field show that the
surface soil contains about 20 per cent clay and more than 63 per cent
silt. (Table 3.) It is a gray silty clay loam. The subsurface is drab
clay containing more than 33 per cent clay; the subsoil is yellow silt
loam, containing only 17 per cent clay. Just below the blue clay, or
at a depth of from 3 to 3 feet, is a friable layer. This condition
and the placement of the tile are shown by the accompanying sketch,
Figure 2.

Friable

.5-D,,,,,co I Rod.,.
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Figure 2. Soil conditions and placement of tile.

Proper depth for tile
The tile in Dayton silty clay loam should be located in the friable

streak below the blue clay and should go over, under, or around thick
impervious layers. In typical white land the impervious blue clay
extends down to approximately 3 feet from the surface and the fri-
able streak underneath it will be at about this depth. Some white

Surface gray silty clay loam 15.66 63.73 19,86
Subsurface blue clay 23.46 44.39 33.64
Subsoil yellow silt loam 22.66 58.79 17.45

ice Grey S iity Cloy

Total
Soil sample sand Silt Clay
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land has a thicker layer of the impervious clay. Numerous deep
borings with a post-hole auger or soil auger will help indicate how
impervious the soil is, and at what depth and distance apart the
laterals should be placed.
Tile draw two rods

In typical white land, tile lines will need to be about 4 rods apart
to provide good drainage for field crops and should be located with
the aid of a soil auger so that a tile 3 to 3 feet deep will encounter
the water-bearing stratum and collect the water before it has done
injury to the root zone on the heavy flat land below.

Experiments show that 24 hours after a heavy storm the water
table is lowered for a distance of 2 rods on each side of a tile line.
(Table 3.) In "half-white land" (Amity silty clay loam) the tile
drains may be placed 3 feet deep and 5 rods apart. This is the gray-
brown soil that is intermediate between the naturally drained brown
Willamette soil series and the flat gray land. Advantage should be
taken of high spots to omit a lateral here or there, and to use inter-
cepting drains across the base of higher slopes to protect low, flat
lands from excess water. A random or natural system of drains
can be used where there is a good proportion of brown, naturally
drained soil. The extent of tiling needed for "brown sticky" or "ash
swale land" (Wapato silty clay loam) needs further investigation.
Surface drainage and flood control are of primary importance for
such soils.

Size and grade
The size of tile depends upon the grade. The greater the fall

the smaller the tile needed. In most white land a fall of two-tenths
of a foot per hundred is securable. With a fall of two-tenths of a
foot in a hundred, a 5-inch tile will remove one-half inch of rainfall
per acre and serve as an outlet for about 12 acres; a 6-inch tile about
20 acres; an 8-inch, 35 acres; 10-inch, 65 acres; and a 12-inch tile,
100 acres.

Tile should handle a half inch rain per day
Drainage measurements show that in heavy weather a good tile

system should remove a half inch of rain an acre each 24 hours.
During unusual storm periods as much as 1 inch per acre per day has
been measured going out from the experimental tile system. From
50 to 80 per cent of the rainfall passed through the soil and out
through the tile. Seventy-three per cent has passed through 4-foot
columns of this soil in experimental concrete drainage bins. Except
for periods of heavy weather of 4 to 5 days duration, the drainage is
not apt to exceed one-third of an inch to the acre. It is recommended



Table 4. CAPACITY OF MAIN DRAINS IN ACRES OF LAND DRAINED
OF INCH OF RAINFALL PER 24-HOUR DAY.
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that tile mains have capacity to handle one-half inch up to 40 acres in
area, and one-third inch to the acre for larger areas. The number of
acres that tile of different sizes will so serve is shown by Table 4.
Construction of drainage systems

Early spring is the most suitable time of the year for observing
the need of tile drains and for constructing tile systems in western
Oregon.

A preliminary drainage survey with the aid of a soil auger and
surveyor's level should be made to get information as to the extent of
the \vet area, the route for the outlet drain, and the subsoil and
ground-water conditions. This will be followed by a detailed survey
providing grade stakes every 100 feet along each proposed tile line
on which levels are taken. Wherever there is less than 6 inches fall
per 100 feet it is advisable to lay the tile to a surveyed grade. This
will add perhaps 5 per cent to the cost and may add 50 per cent to
the efficiency of the system.

Design of underdrain systems
An underdrainage system should be planned to include all the

wet areas of the whole farm, although such a system can be installed
in units as convenient, the most necessary lines first. Where the
land is to be plowed before tilling, it is futile to set grade stakes
until plowed.

Rules to observe in locating drains are:
Lay the main drain in the line of natural drainage, and the

laterals in the direction of greatest slope.
Use long parallel laterals to avoid double drainage.
Use straight lines or gradual curves.
Plan a complete system to serve the entire wet area.
Use a surveyor's level wherever there is little fall.
Bring all the wet land under influence of the drains.

One-half foot 8.8 14.0 28.6 50.0 76.1
One foot 9.9 15.6 32.0 55.6 87.4
Two feet 11.7 18.5 37.8 65.8 103.4
Three feet 13.3 21.0 42.9 74.6 117.2
Four feet 15.0 23.2 47.5 82.6 129.6
Five feet 16.0 25.2 51.6 89.6 140.9

Total land drained with tile of varying sizes
Amount of drop per

1,000 feet of tile 5" tile 6" tile 8" tile 10" tile 12" tile

Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres
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The "intercepting" or "foot-hill" drain is another important part
of a drainage system. This should be located to traverse along the
base of the slope and should have a fall of perhaps 6 inches per
hundred feet.

Getting the tile
The survey will show the number of tiles needed to indicate the

lines along which different sizes are to be delivered. Tiles are best
ordered in carlots delivered at the nearest railroad station. They
can be hauled directly from the factory or car to the trenches and
placed within reach of the tiler when working on the trench. Farm
drains have been largely built of well-burned clay tile. The late
Mr. George Zimmerman of Yamhill recently stated that his father
put in tile 87 years ago and it is working perfectly. (See Figure 3.)
Carefully made concrete pipes are now available and suitable for use
where the soil is not highly acid or alkaline. Under highly acid or
alkaline conditions their use is not past the experimental stage.

Figure 3. Clay tile made 1774, fourth from left; concrete after 30
years in acid peat, front; and others.

Durability of concrete pipe
A study of concrete-pipe durability extending over nearly 16

years recently was reported (5).* It was concluded that for wet
Numbers n parenthesis refer to bibliography, page 36.



soil types of nearly neutral reaction, concrete pipe particularly in
larger sizes made of a rich dense homogenous mixture and steam
cured, or according to standard specifications for the American
Society for Testing Materials, will serve as a satisfactory substitute
for well-burned clay drain tile. Although cement has been improved
in recent years, the use of concrete drain pipe in strongly acid or
alkaline soils, particularly the sulphate type, is still hazardous.

There are 22 clay plants in Oregon with capacity to produce
some 400 miles of tile per year.

Trenching machinery
Where many long parallel lines of tile are to be installed and

the land is reasonably free from obstacles, a trenching machine may
be employed. One type of trenching machine used for farm drainage

DRAINAGE PRACTICES IN OREGON 11

Figure 4. Buckeye trencher ditcher.
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has a rotary cutting wheel driven by a gasoline engine and is mounted
on caterpillar tracks. It is operated so as to cut to an established
grade by means of targets. (Figure 4.) Use of a small dipper
dredge is shown in Figure 5. Blasting may be the first step in drain-
age of marshy land. (Figures 10 and 11.)

Figure 5. Excavating for large main on Oregon State College Farm.

Hand work
The use of a plow in starting a trench is favored only in tough

sod or where work is done with unskilled hand labor. A trench 3
feet deep can be provided by removing two courses or spading with
a tile spade. Such a trench should be started at 11 or 12 inches wide
at the top. A three-course ditch will need to be 16 inches wide at the
top. In starting the ditch, a guide string is stretched near the ground
at one side of the ditch. At bends a +-inch rope may be laid on the
ground in a smooth curve. The trench should be kept straight and
the sides smooth and plumb. A skilled spademan will not leave much
loose earth in the bottoni of the trench. If the weather is dry, the
soil crumbs should be left in the trench as a mulch until the second
spading is to be dug. A round pointed shovel is used to remove
these.

A "grade lath" is set over each survey stake to carry a grade line
parallel to and a definite number of feet above the proposed ditch
bottom (Figure 6). The depth to dig at each station is calculated
from the elevation of the hub stakes. The last inch or two is removed



Figure 6. Method of laying tile to surveyed grade.

with a tile scoop, leaving a smooth, firm U-shaped tile base which is
dressed to grade ready to receive the tile. The gauge stick should be
used to test the depth of the ditch from the grade wire every foot
or so. When several feet of trench is prepared, the placing of the
tile can begin.

Laying the tile
Laying should start at the outlet and proceed up stream on a

firm, tile base. The tile should be placed in a straight line with the
longer side up so that the joints fit tightly on top and are nearly
flush at the lower inside edge. Openings larger than -- inch should
be covered with pieces of broken tile. The tile may be rotated to fit
together on top and imperfections in tiles may be taken advantage of
in making slight turns. Where a soft condition is encountered in the
tile trench, it is best to lay the tile on a board or on a V-shaped
trough. Burlap or straw may be used to prevent quicksand entering
the joints. Curves may be fitted by carefully shaving off the inside
edge of the tile with a chisel and hammer. Y's can be constructed,
but it is best to order these at the tile factory. Inspection of the tile
lines should be made before filling. A level can be used to test the
line at frequent intervals for dips or swells in the grade.

Blinding in
Tiles are blinded over by a workman who stands beside the

trench and shaves mellow earth from the sides of the ditch with a
spade. A layer of mellow earth 2 or 3 inches deep prevents the tile
from getting out of place. Plowing off the shoulders of the trench
will put the mellow surface soil near the tile to facilitate entrance of
water. A light road grader or "V" crowder or a bulldozer can be
used to finish the back filling. Filling is more readily accomplished
before the earth has become compact and settled.

DRAINAGE PRACTICES IN OREGON 13
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Cost of tiling
Cost for moderate-sized mains and laterals may run $1.00 to

$1.20 per rod for digging, laying, and blinding, with backfIlling 15
to 30 cents per hundred feet additional. If 4-inch clay tiles, which
in December 1949, cost $8.00 per hundred were used, and if trenching
were $1.00 a rod, or $6.00 per hundred feet, the total cost of lateral
tile would run about $2.50 per rod or $15.00 per hundred feet
installed.

The outlet
A permanent tile outlet with free discharge is of primary im-

portance. It is usually best to use a collecting or main drain so as to
bring all the water together and discharge it into the open stream at
one point with volume and velocity sufficient to be self-cleaning. The
outlet should be provided with a tidegate if periodically submerged.
A submerged outlet is objectionable because land will not drain below
the level of water at the outlet. A vitrified pipe or tile laid in
cement, or a corrugated culvert which is not affected by freezing or
tramping by animals, should be used near the outlet.

The end of the outlet should be screened with quarter-inch iron
rods placed 1 inches apart and arranged horizontally to prevent
rodents from entering the tile. This screening can be hinged from
the top to permit cleaning out. Providing a retaining wall will force
the water to run out through the last tile instead of cutting out around
it. This also will retain the earth bank and serve as a monument.
The footing should extend out into the stream bed, forming an apron
to prevent erosion. (Figure 7.)

Bed of sirearn End View

STANDARD TILE OUTLET

Figure 7. Tile outlet and screens.
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Surface inlets and silt basins
These structures usually are located in fence corners where two

or more lines of tile join or where there is a change to a lesser grade.
They afford a means of inspection and of collecting and cleaning out
silt, help collect surface flood water quickly, prevent the drain from
becoming clogged, and may sometimes be arranged to afford watering
places for stock.

A small inlet can be constructed by placing a large sewer tile on
end and covering with screening at the top or surface of the field.
The silt basin should extend perhaps 2 feet below the tile drain to
provide a settling basin to any further silt. A settling basin may be
4 or 5 feet broad and 4 feet deep and water may be siphoned from it
to the outlet basin, which it enters on a grade to avoid stirring up
the silt. (Figure 8.)

A "relief well" may be used to bring water under pressure out
to the tile line.

Figure 8. Inlet and silt trap.

Construction of open ditches
Open ditches are needed as outlets for tile drainage systems, to

remove surface water, or to provide underdrainage where the installa-
tion of tile is not practical.

Shallow ditches tip to 3 feet in depth are constructed eco-
nomically with various types of graders or terracers. This type of
construction is feasible only where there is solid footing for operation
of the power equipment. When graders are used, channels should
be constructed with gently sloping banks with side slopes of 3 to 1 or
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flatter. Spoil dirt should be used for filling low spots leaving the
banks low to permit surface water to enter. Flat surface runs can
often be constructed so that they can be crossed with farm equip-
ment, making it unnecessary to divide fields.

Deeper ditches are constructed most economically with a power
dragline or trench hoe. These ditches should be constructed with a
side slope that will not cave in. The slope used will depend on soil
conditions; 4 to 1 is satisfactory for many soils. When ditches are
constructed with draglines or trench hoes the spoil banks should be
leveled. Often the dirt can be utilized in filling low places in adja-
cent cultivated land. Unleveled spoil banks make it difficult to use
power equipment in maintaining ditches. They represent wasteland
and provide a protective haven for both weeds and pests.

Dynamite useful
Under conditions so wet that the operation of power equipment

is not feasible, dynamite can be used to advantagewith proper pre-
cautions and by experienced persons.

For blasting ditches, special ditching dynamite is used. This is
a 50 per cent nitroglycerin dynamite put up in sticks 4 inch in
diameter. By using this type of dynamite the propagation method
of firing can be used. If properly loaded, one cap will explode any
desired length. The shock from the explosion of one charge explodes
the neighboring charge and so on throughout the entire length of
ditch. For all practical purposes charges loaded for a ditch even
up to a mile or more in length explode simultaneously. For this
reason extreme caution should be used to see that the entire length
of the blasting area is cleared of people, equipment, and livestock.

To load a ditch, holes inch in diameter are punched with a
bar along the centcr line 12 to 24 inches apart depending on the soil
type and the desired size of ditch. The depth varies with the amount
of dynamite required. Charges are loaded shallow, usually not over
8 inches from the ground surface to the top of the charge. Thus the
holes for loading one stick to a charge would be 16 inches deep; two
sticks, 24 inches; and three sticks, 32 inches. One or more sticks of
dynamite are placed in a vertical position in each hole (one on top of
the other for heavy charge). The hole is then tamped full with dirt
or filled with water. Two or more lines can be fired simultaneously
if a large ditch is desired. When loading is completed a priming
stick (one stick of dynamite with a fuse or electric detonating cap
inserted) is placed with one of the charges. Stand back, touch it off,
and the ditch is dug. The dirt will be well scattered with no spoil
banks.
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For the satisfactory use of ditching dynamite the soil must be
thoroughly saturated with water. Otherwise it would be necessary
to use a separate cap for each chargepractically doubling the cost.

The cost of constructing ditches with dynamite is usually slightly
higher than with power equipment. Loading with a single stick
makes a ditch 3 feet deep and 9 feet wide or larger. Often it can be
used when power equipment is not available. Definitely it is much
less costly than the use of hand labor.

Dynamited ditches are not satisfactory for laying tile or covered
drains. They give only temporary service as intercepting drains.
Because the banks are loosened by the explosion it is desirable to
have a good flow of water to keep the ditch open.

Does drainage pay?
Drainage in experimental fields studied has doubled the yield.

Before drainage the crop yield was so low that profit was uncertain.
The larger crop has insured a good profit. Following drainage in
1915 when winter barley drowned out in part on untiled land that
yielded 12 to 15 bushels an acre, the yield of tiled land at different
spaces ran as high as 33.73 bushels for the closest spacing as shown
in Table 5.

Table 5. EFFECT OF DRAINAGE ON BARLEY YIELD.

A piece of white land in the irrigation field south of the railroad
on the College farm was tiled in 1921. This area previously had been
abandoned to pasture. The first crop following drainage was white
beans. The yield without fertilizer was 11 bushels of beans, which
sold for $3 per bushel. The tile lines are 5 rods apart. The material
or tile cost at this spacing was $20 per acre. The tiling was installed
by students as class work but would have cost another $20 per acre
to install had the work been paid for. Seven bushels of beans re-
turned the money paid out per acre for tile.

Those who have tried it say that it pays to tile white land.
Timely drainage pays in decreased operating cost, increased yields,

Distance between laterals
Bushels yield

per acre

25 feet 33.73
50 feet 29.90
75 feet 27.90

100 feet 20.35
Undrained 15
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and land values. It is the most permanent improvement that can be
put upon land. White land, when tiled, should pay a better rate of
interest on the total investment when drained than it pays undrained.

Improvement of white land
Analysis of the white land shows that it is distinctly acid. It

contains a large total supply of potash, provided it is liberated in
amount needed by plants. The supply of phosphorus and sulphur is
below average. The supply of nitrogen is scarcely average, due to
the ground being too wet in winter and too dry in summer, and
unfavorable for legumes before drainage.

Fertilizer experiments on tiled Dayton silty clay loam
The drained experiment field was divided into one-tenth acre

plots and treated with different materials following drainage to build
up the soil. Yield data given in Table 6, while somewhat erratic,
show an increase of 1.76 tons in corn-fodder yield a a 9-year average
from the application of 10 tons of manure per acre each 3 years, and
1.33 ton gain from the use of 250 pounds of superphosphate. Manure
and superphosphate produced the largest gain in the average yield of
barley, 23.63 bushels; the maximum gain of 0.8 tons of clover hay;
and likewise 9.3 bushels per acre with wheat.

Operations that aid drainage
For retentive saucer-like areas, protecting drainage should be

laid out to collect seepage water or surface water before it reaches
the retentive soil.

Catchbasins may be used at the side of the field where surface
water is about to run onto the heavier soil.

After the tile is blinded, if the trench is allowed to remain
open to dry weather, the subsoil will tend to slake and crumble.

It is advisable to put sod or straw and then top soil over the
tile lines in backfilling.

When the soil is dry enough to crumble, the land should be
deeply plowed.

After drainage, lime will become more effective and will aid
in mellowing the soil.

Drainage and liming will make it possible to retain phosphate
in available form and to raise clover on the land. The clover roots
will penetrate the drained soil and provide openings so that the water
can get to the drains.

Where there is some plow-sole, water movement is facilitated
by subsoiling or by use of moledrains at 10- or 12-foot intervals
crosswise above the drains.



Table 6. FERTILITY LXPERIMENT ON "Wi-jim LAND" DAYTON SILTY CLAY LOAM IRRIGATION FIELD.
(Experiment through 1949)

Year

1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27

Table 7. DRAINAGE THROUGH SOIL TREATED WITI-I MANURE AND LIME.

Lysimeter tests-water drainin through bins with varied soil treatments

Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches
12.67 24.06 28.63 27.64
6.90 12.61 17.10 14.54 12.03 16.50 16.36

20.55 39.18 37.87 37.05 34.02 36.08 35.40
12.85 17.42 17.56 16.21 16.00 15.70 17.12
31.47 38.96 38.66 37.36 35.97 36.16 36.15

No
treat-
ment

Corn
fodder
10-year

Test plot Treatment, pounds per acre average

Barley
9-year

average

Beans
2-year
average

Clover
5-year

average

Tons

Oats and
vetch
1939

Wheat
1947

Tons Bushels Bnshels Tons Tons
One Check 5.16 22.62 9.58 1.75 3.60 29.0
Two Superphosphate 250 5.65 23.69 9.60 2.43 3.31 32.0
Three Gypsum 100 5.08 23.41 9.25 2.38 3.66 22.1
Four Check 4.60 24.83 8.68 1.87 3.52 35.0
Five Nitrate 150 4.59 35.33 9.10 1.68 3.52 35.0
Six Manure 10 (tons) 5.83 38.16 7.65 2.42 4.15 42.5
Seven Check 3.98 37.02 6.78 2.27 4.37 36.0
Eight Manure 10 (tons), superphosphate 250 5.51 54.63 8.23 2.96 4.85 44.0
Nine Manure 10 (tons), rock phosphate 500 4.81 54.01 7.35 2.66 5.13 40.7
Ten (heck 4.18 39.52 6.65 2.06 5.41 38.6

Check average 4.48 31.00 7.92 1.91 4.23 34.7

No
treat- Manure Manure
ment and lime Manure Lime Lime Manure and lime

Inches

13.34
33.62
16.20
36.06
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A decidedly larger outflow has been observed in the wet season,
following the clover crop, and the water has disappeared more
rapidly. Drainage is an aid to humus building and soil conservation.
Good maintenance of ditches, outlets, or other structures is essential
for good efficiency and effectiveness and best returns from drainage.

Limitations of mole drainage
A "mole plow" was patented in 1797 by Harry Watts. Mole

drains are made by drawing a torpedo-shaped 3-inch plug back of a
blade, through the subsurface in a manner similar to that used for a
subsoiler. Mole drains are rather temporary and may last 2 to 12
years. They have been used with some success to supplement tile or
open ditches in muck and clay loam. The mole should be used when
the soil is at a medium moisture content and plastic. It is best to
pull the mole uphill and at a slow, steady rate. The depth should be
20 to 30 inches and the spacing 9 to 15 feet. The fall should be uni-
form and some 2 to 3 per cent. The length should be limited to 20
rods and free outfall is essential to avoid water slaking the drain-
hole walls. Soil is favorably moist if a sample taken at plow depth
and molded in a 2-inch ball and placed in water overnight does not
slake. It is injurious for water to stand in a mole drain 24 hours.
Subsoiled or mole lines on hill land should run across the slope on a
falling contour to avoid erosion.

In the long run it may be better to use limited funds to install
the major parts of a permanent underdrainage system such as the
outlet and intercepting tile lines.

Improvement in drainage through heavy soils
Improvement in the drainage properties of heavy soils is largely

a matter of bringing about flocculation of the colloidal (jellylike)
clay. Studies have been made with the colloidal clay separated from
white land subsoil and from the soil of an alkali experiment field near
Vale and also gelatinous muck from the Lower Klamath marsh.
Three-gallon jars were treated with different flocculents by Mr. V. D.
Young, when a graduate student in Soils, and their effects on the
rate of percolation measured. All treatments employed were found
helpful but some excelled others. The rate of percolation was in-
creased by treatments with lime and manure, sulphur and manure,
green manure, alum, and a saturated solution of calcium sulphate.

Clay particles in suspension treated with different chemicals
showed a rate of flocculation corresponding closely to the increase
with valency and atomic weight. Limewater caused flocculation
almost as rapidly as alum. Application of sulphur or sulphuric acid
to the fine clay from the Vale soil neutralized the alkalinity and in-
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creased the active calcium, resulting in flocculation. Even under con-
ditions of high acidity the soil colloids, including the colloids from
Klamath peat marsh, migrated under an electric current as though
bearing a slight negative electric charge. Flocculation is largely a
matter of decreasing this charge.

On the acid soil of western Oregon lime and manure applica-
tions, singly or in combination, have increased the flow of drainage
in drainage bins and in field plots. In the alkali field sulphur and
manure or gypsum and manure have improved the structure and
increased the rate of percolation.

Plant food in drainage water
Chemical determinations have been made periodically from com-

posite samples of the water from the drainage bins at the Experiment
Station over a 4-year period. These studies, as summarized by Mr.
W. lvi. Higby, former graduate assistant, show that applications of
lime and manure alone and in combination have increased the loss of
total leachings and of the plant nutrients calcium, magnesium, potas-
sium, nitrate, and sulphate. Under moderate weather conditions the
first percolate in the fall approximates a displaced soil solution in
chemical composition. Calcium is lost in largest amounts of any one
nutrient, the average loss being 65 to 70 pounds per acre each year.
Nitrates are lost at the rate of 25 to 30 pounds per acre each year.
Lime and manure treatments nearly doubled the amounts lost by
leaching. Sulphate is lost at the rate of about 50 pounds per acre.
The loss is larger from tanks treated with lime the previous season.
Magnesium and potassium are lost at rates of 23 and 16 pounds
respectively per acre each year. Lime and manure treatments have
increased these losses. Phosphate is lost in small amounts from
check tanks. Lime and manure treatments decreased the loss of this
element. The total drainage in inches during the past 5 years has
been as shown in Table 7.

Crops for drained land
Vetch is a suitable first crop after drainage and may be followed

rith winter grain and seeded down to clover, with lime disked in
after plowing. One and one-half to two tons per acre are needed
for an initial application of lime. One ton each rotation thereafter
may be sufficient. Grain, clover, and some row crop should, with a
little manuring, maintain the organic niatter and nitrogen content of
this land. To keep up the mineral plant food, sulphur or gypsum may
be applied to the young clover, and superphosphate to the cultivated
crop. Use of 300 pounds per acre with manure or 400 pounds per
acre without manure is a suitable application of superphosphate.
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Peat lands
Peat lands of nearly neutral willow-sedge type in the Willamette

Valley are capable of intensive use when drained. Drainage lines
are placed approximately 50 feet apart and 4 feet deep, and relief
wells or intercepting lines are used to tap and remove springs. Al-
lowance should be made for shrinkage of 25 to 30 per cent above the
water table or tile lines.

Acid, woody, sphagnum peat near the Coast may be provided
with open laterals to enable partial drainage during the settlement or
subjugation of the native vegetation and production of pasture crops.
The extent of covered drainage later will depend upon intensity of
use. Cranberry land may require special drainage and irrigation
facilities to maintain the water table at approximately 12 inches below
the soil surface during the growing season.

Oregon orchard land drainage
Orchard land drainage in southern Oregon has been studied and

reported on by Lewis and Work (1), and they show that if a porous
layer can be found at a depth of 5 to 8 feet from the surface, a col-
lecting drain should be laid in this horizon. Where the porous ma-
terial is deeper, relief wells can be bored in the bottom of the trench
and filled with coarse gravel or a vertical line of tile surrounded by
gravel. In coarser soils, tile lines can be placed as much as 500 to
600 feet apart. In finer soils, they should ie much closer and some-
what shallower. In clay soils after tiles are blinded-in, brush or
rushes can be used to aid permeability. Intercepting lines will be
the most effective protection against seepage from hillside canals and
should be placed near the surface of any impervious subsoil at work-
able depth. A drainage coefficient of to - inch per acre per day is
suggested.

Coastal marshland drainage
Conclusions from experimental drainage studies at the John

Jacob Astor Branch Experiment Station and information from
project surveys in the Lower Columbian and Coastal Region were
previously reported (2). Experiments at the John Jacob Astor
Branch Experiment Station show that good drainage for ordinary
field crops can be provided in Clatsop silty clay loam where tile
lines are placed at a depth of 4 feet and 5 rods between lines.
Collecting wells designed for measuring of outtow proved to be
effective for collecting iron oxide, which precipitates following drain-
age of the tideland. Tiles should be laid promptly in this soil after
the drain is cut to grade and it is desirable for the tile layer to lay
the tile on a plank when crossing any soft, tide s!oughs. A drainage
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Figure 9. Concrete tide gate.

coefficient of 1 to 11- inch per acre on the north coast and to 1 inch
on the south coast is recommended. A tide-box cross section of one
square foot for each 10 to 15 acres of drainage area is found to be
of satisfactory capacity. (Figure 9.) Tide boxes should be placed
at or a little below mean low tide. They should be provided with
wing walls and one or more collar walls. The gate can be hinged a
yard or two above the top of the portal of the box to give greater
clearance. Three-ply belting on the end of the box will help make a
tight joint to prevent leakage when the gate is closed and under
pressure. A trash log and piling is usually needed outside the dis-
charge at a sufficient distance to give clearance for the gate. Some
storage capacity in the slough inside the box is desirable. Short two-
ply sheet piling below the mud sill is preferable to long poles, as
the former will settle with the dike.
Reclamation and use of alkali soils

Studies of the reclamation and use of alkali soils extending
through two decades have been reported previously (4). Drainage
of waterlogged land should be prompt to avoid alkali accumulation.
It is necessary to provide deep drainage, 7 to 11 feet, copious irriga-
tion of good quality, and chemical treatment in case of sodium
affected or black alkali land. Leaching alone was ineffective in re-
moving black alkali salts. Black alkali land responds to application
of nitrogenous organic manure with 500 to 1,000 pounds per acre of
agricultural sulphur.
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Figure 10. Blasting a drain in swampy land.

Drainage of wild meadow lands
Drainage is the first and necessary step in improving the produc-

tion of some 400,000 acres of irrigated meadow land in eastern
Oregon. With drainage, controlled irrigation, the seeding of good
grasses, and the use of fertilizer it is often possible to triple the pro-
duction of much of this land.

To insure good drainage and reduce cost a careful study of the
area should be made before designing the drainage system. The use
of a soil auger is necessary to locate accurately permeable layers of
soil, sand, or gravel through which much of the underground water
moves. Open ditches or underdrains should be placed at a depth so
that the water can be picked up in one of these loose layers.

It is necessary to determine the source of the drainage water.
Possibly it comes from seepage from irrigation ditches. It may be
run-off or seepage from higher irrigated land on the same farm or
adjoining farms. Often a lot of seepage comes direct from natural
streams. This is particularly true in some of the steeper narrow
valleys.

If it is apparent that the water comes from some particular
source the first and most important step in installing the drainage
system is to construct a good intercepting drain to cut off the water
before it has a chance to do any damage. The intercepting drain

I

r

I
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Figure 11. Drain after blasting.

should, as nearly as possible, run perpendicular to the flow of the
waterusually across the natural slope. With a properly located
intercepting drain it is often possible to drain completely substantial
acreages with the construction of only one ditch.

The use of drain tile or covered drains constructed of lumber
often means better drainage at little extra cost. They have a par-
ticular advantage when deep drains are necessary. The saving in
the amount of dirt used often pays for the tile or lumber. The in-
stallation of underdrains requires a ditch only wide enough to install
the tile. With open ditches it is necessary to move enough dirt to
leave satisfactory sideslopes. With 1- to 1 slopes on the side a
ditch 8 feet deep would be at least 24 feet wide at the top. The use
of underdrains saves land and eliminates the continued cost of
maintenance.

After the intercepting drain is installed other drains may be
necessary to fit the local situation.

Many underdrains constructed of lumber are giving good service
under eastern Oregon meadow conditions. The drains are constructed
of 2-inch rough lumber using one plank for the top, and two for the
sides. The bottom may be left open. Cheap grades of tamarack or
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fir are very satisfactory. Drains of this type are still in good con-
dition after 40 years of service. Lumber drains are satisfactory only
where they remain wet throughout the season.

Feasibility surveys
A general feasibility survey was made in cooperation with the

United States Office of Drainage Investigations to tie together
former surveys of various white land prairies, and to develop a com-
prehensive plan for the main outlet ditches needed for Willamette
Valley. A general map has been prepared and the yardage for the
different ditches calculated. Recently more extended studies and out-
let plans for major drainage have been made by the U. S. Corps of
Engineers. A summary of their study may be found on page 32.

Oregon drainage district law
Oregon drainage laws provide a modern, practical means of co-

operation for the purpose of securing district outlet ditches. There
are 65 active drainage enterprises in the State. The assessments are
in proportion to benefits, so that every man gets a "square deal" and
pays in proportion to the drainage he gets. The cost of drainage
may be distributed over a period of years, during which time the
increase in crop yields provides the money for drainage tax. A new
Water Control Act includes good features of earlier district laws and
contains a unique method of assessing special benefits.

Farmers' experience with drainage
Reports on 50 tile systems where assistance had been given

through the Extension Service were obtained by a questionnaire in
1916 and showed that the farmers who had tried tiling on white land
found that the practice paid well. The statement of one Linn County
farmer was: "Indeed, it pays to tile white land. I'd rather have a
deed to a quarter section of tiled land than a half section of the land
untiled if I had to live on it and farm it." Tiling, up to about ten
years ago, cost approximately $1.00 per rod and the average cost per
acre in the early survey was $25.00. The first edition of "Land
Drainage" by Powers and Teeter showed the cost of 4-inch drainage
tile in Oregon in 1917 was $22.50 per thousand, and for 6-inch it was
$42.00 per thousand. Those early systems were installed by hand as
a slack season activity or by the use of a steel-V to remove the sur-
face spading and where properly installed and maintained are still
giving good service. They reportedly repaid the cost in from 1 to 5
years. The late Arthur IvlcPhillips of McMinnville stated that drains
had cost him little, because the increased crop returns from tiling the
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first 40 acres paid for the second, and so on, until he had some 35
miles of tiling. Wet-land owners pay for drainage through crop
losses experienced without enjoying the benefits thereof.

A recent summary of information obtained through the coopera-
tion of the Extension Service includes replies from 100 farmers with
experience covering drainage of 6,835 acres. The average depth of
their tiles was 3.2 feet, and the average spacing between laterals on
flat land was 75 feet. The majority of these farmers had surveys
made through the Extension Service and in recent years some had
received AAA incentive payments. Ninety-one reported that drain-
age had definitely improved their soil and that it paid. Eighty-five
reported that the tile had handled the water as well as expected.
Three qualified the replies due to poor outlets, small tile, or shallow
depth. The average increase in crop value per acre on these 100
farms was almost 60 per cent. The reduction in cost of operation,
as reported, averaged 31 per cent. Of 13 that reported experience in
concrete tile, 6 reports were favorable. Ten per cent used straw
after blinding the tile to aid permeability, and two subsoiled over the
drains crosswise.

Current difficulties reported were: lack of drain tile, lack of out-
lets, and shortage of labor or equipment for drainage. Many are
planning further drainage when these things are available.

District drainage procedure
The district needing an outlet ditch should secure preliminary

topographic and soil surveys to learn the costs, feasibility, and extent
of the proposed outlet system. If feasible, a petition for a district
should be prepared according to the state law and presented to the
county court. The district officers then are elected and they assemble
plans and estimates. The county court appoints viewers or assessors,
the district officers obtain bids, let the contract, and superintend the
construction.

Community outlet ditches frequently may be started with a
large road grader or a steel-V. In some cases where running water
is at hand they may be, in part, sluiced out or blasted open and then
dressed and finished with teams and scrapers or by hand or with a
Ruth-type ditcher (Figure 12). The hoe-type ditcher is useful in
peat.

Farm drainage procedure
Drainage procedure for farms should start with a study of sub-

soil and ground water conditions, then plan a complete drainage sys-
tem with the aid of an extension soils specialist, with a level if neces-
sary. The system may be installed in units, the most necessary parts
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Figure 12. Ruth ditcher and ditch cleaner.

first, yet it is best to order tile in carlots. The farmer should make a
study of drainage so that he can superintend and inspect the work.
He should sketch the tile lines installed and note results, extending
the system as needed. A field is as dry as its wettest place. Where
the individual lacks a deep outlet ditch the tile system can discharge
into a pit from which a pump may be used to lift water to a surface
drain.

Maintenance of drainage
Drainage system maintenance, for both farm and district sys-

tems, has been sadly neglected. Inspections are needed before the
wet season and at the heavier storms or floods. A few hours' work
with a shovel or steel V-ditcher may release water and save some
crop. A regular program of cleaning and maintenance is necessary if
the system is to operate effectively.

One broken tile in a main drain may obstruct the flow of several
thousand feet of tile lines. A map should be prepared and kept with
the land deed so it will be transferred to the new owner with each
change of ownership. Obstructions in a tile line can be located by
probing with the endgate rod of a wagon box to locate the tile line
and by digging holes along this line as one proceeds upstream into
the ponded area. Then the lines can be cleared out and repaired. A
jointed sewer rod may be helpful in clearing short sections between
test pits. Water-loving trees may be killed or the drain cemented in
their vicinity.
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Figure 13. Dragline, Sauvie District.

Improvement districts formed to sponsor construction of dikes,
levees or drains have agreed to assume ordinary maintenance. This
is important for continued full usefulness of structures provided,
and also to maintain a clear record if violent storms cause severe
damage which requires heavy repair or improvement work to make
these structures secure.

The diking district law requires that the superintendent of dikes
be a land owner residing in the district, and requires him to get
breaks repaired and cause the cost to be assessed against the lands
benefitted. District structures should not be tampered with except
under the written consent of the district secretary or under his super-
vision. Waste water should be desilted in a sodded depression or silt
basin and then led into the conducting drains of the district through
a suitable drop or gooseneck siphon on the grade level of the outlet
drain. It would seem desirable for the county PMA committee to
require assurance from the recipient of incentive payments for drain-
age practices that he would provide good maintenance.

Various sprays are available now that are useful in suppression
of weedy growths. A dragline dredge is favored for heavy main-
tenance work under soft or wet conditions (Figure 13). A Ruth-
type ditcher is well adapted for cleaning drainage ditches when little
water is present. Sloping, sodding, and controlling pasturing may
discourage coarse weedy growth. Keeping a dike crest open will
afford ready access for emergency sandbag reinforcement.
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Figure 14. Intercepting drain, clearing and liming underway in back-
ground, Sand Lake District

a,

Figure 15. Scappoose drainage district pumping plant.

The foothill drain intercepts seepage and checks encroachment
of coarse vegetation or wild animals (Figure 14). Good maintenance
aids control of salinity (Figures 16, 17, 18). Pumping out flood or
seepage water permits use of the full growing season on diked land
(Figure 15).

Special structures such as a combined surface run and tile drain,
or settling basin and siphon, may be found useful.

1
F



Figure 16. Drainage system in Upper Kiamath peat.

Figure 17. Irrigation and drainage ditches, Upper Klamath peat.

Figure 18. Floodway and irrigation control dike, South Warner Valley.
31
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Major Drainage Sfudes
Investigations of drainage conditions in the Willamette River

Basin were made by the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, during
1945, 1946, and 1947. Drainage problems were found on about 78
per cent of the Valley lands fit for plowing. Due to limitations of
time and funds, detailed investigations were limited, in general, to
drainage areas of more than 10 square miles in extent, lying along
major and minor tributaries.

The net area studied with adverse drainage conditions comprised
about 480,000 acres or about 30 per cent of the agricultural land on
the valley floor. Approximately 142,200 acres or about 30 per cent
of these lands were found to lie in the field of direct outlet to main
stream courses. The remaining 337,800 acres of outlying lands would
require farm or community lateral ditches to carry surplus water to
the major drainage channels. Due to flood overflow and backwater,
drainage opportunities on about 67 per cent of the land in the areas
investigated are limited without reservoir control of floods on the
main Willamette River and principal tributaries. An analysis of
drainage conditions as found by the Corps of Engineers is shown in
Figure 1. The 18 drainage basins studied with the acreage of land
in the field of direct outlet and outlying lands are shown in Table 8.

In this survey of 480,000 acres, existing drainage improvements
constructed through individual and/or community effort were found
on about 187,000 acres. These installations comprised: Complete
drainage facilities, tile and surface, on about 23,000 acres ; surface
drains on about 137,000 acres; and tile drains only on about 27,000
acres. The cost of these existing facilities at 1949 prices would be
approximately $12,000,000.

In the basins of the 18 tributaries to Willamette River shown in
Table 8, the Corps of Engineers found that about 500 miles of chan-
nel improvement would be required to provide flood control and
major drainage. In design studies the required channel capacities
were based on 15 cubic feet per second per square mile for flat lands
on the valley floor and 30 cubic feet per second per square mile of
drainage area of hill lands. Existing drainage facilities were found,
in many cases, to have become largely ineffective as the result of
backwater from streams and drainage channels. Rehabilitation of
existing drains was considered necessary to the extent of some
$3,000,000.

Investigations of farm drainage on the 18 streams were based
on studies of soils maps and field examinations supplemented by data
obtained from farm owners and from Oregon State College. It was



Table 8. FLOOD CONTROL AND MAJOR DRAINAGE PROJECTS
INVESTIGATED.

estimated that Complete drainage would require installation of tile
drains on 146,750 acres, surface drains on 96,300 acres and both tile
and surface drains on 110,700 acres. Some of these installations
would be extensions or betterments of existing facilities. The areas
indicated, therefore, for existing and new drainage works are over-
lapping to some extent.

Name of project

In le1d
of direct

outlet
Outlying

land
Total

acreage

Acres Acres Acres
Coyote and Spencer Creeks 8,920 8,920
Amazon Creek 3,600 18,480 22,080
Flat Creek and tributaries 8,000 13,900 21,900
Bear Creek 2,110 1,360 3,470
Ferguson Creek 1,240 1,900 3,140
East Muddy and Lake Creeks 16,840 38,480 55,320
West Muddy Creek and Marys River 11,500 21,600 33,100
Calapooya River and tributaries 15,100 42,900 58,000
Beaver Creek 2,000 9,700 11,700
Area east of Albany 13,900 2,300 16,200
Soap Creek 1,230 6,370 7,600
Ash Creek 3,320 1,150 4,470
Turner Prairie 10,400 10,400
Mud and Baskett Sloughs 8,000 5,100 13,100
Salt Creek 2,420 6,420 8,840
Ash Swale 2,400 6,460 8,860
Pudding River and tributaries 8,220 91,380 99,600
Tualatin River 23,000 70,300 93,300

Total acreage 142,200 337,800 480,000
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Summary

Improved drainage is a means of substantially improving the
productiveness of 1,300,000 acres of land in Oregon.

An adequate outlet that will carry away excess water to the de-
sired depth is necessary before a farm drainage system can be in-
stalled. Major drainage improvements are often dependent on com-
munity cooperation to provide necessary outlets.

Open ditches serve as satisfactory outlets and effectively carry
off surface water for farm drainage, but the use of tile often is neces-
sary for complete land reclamation.

A properly installed tile drainage system makes it possible to
maintain the water table at a desirable depth. Such a system will
pay good dividends in increased crop returns, efficient operation,
convenience of farming, elimination of wasteland, and ease of
maintenance.

Tile drainage systems should have sufficient capacity to remove
a minimum of inch of water from the area drained in the Willarn-
ette Valley and up to 1 inches on the Oregon Coast. Open drainage
ditches should have substantially greater capacity.

The drainage system should be carefully designed to serve the
entire farm or group of farms in advance of construction even though
completion of the system may be only partially accomplished each
year.

The design of an efficient drainage system usually requires tech-
nical assistance from some experienced person. In Oregon such
assistance is available from the Extension Service, from the Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, and in soil conservation districts
from soil conservation technicians, and in the Willarnette Valley
through well-qualified tile-drainage contractors.
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